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S0DlU-M CARBONATE FAclLITy 
AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY-WEST 

Abstract: The Sodium Carbonate Facility, located at Argonne National 
Laboratory-West (ANL-W) in Idaho, was designed and built as an addition to the 
existing Sodium Processing Facility. The Sodium Process and Sodium Carbonate 
Facilities will convert radioactive sodium into a product that is acceptable for land 
disposal in Idaho. The first part of the process occurs in the Sodium Process 
Faahty where radioactive sodium is converted into sodium hydroxide (caustic). The 
second part of the process occurs in the Sodium Carbonate Facility where the 
caustic solution produced in the Sodium Process Facility is converted into a dry 
sodium carbonate waste suitable for land disposal. Due to the radioactivity in the 
sodium, shielding, containment, and HEPA &xed off-gas systems are required 
throughout both processes. 

BACKGROUND 

The Sodium Carbonate Facility, located at ANL-W in Idaho, was designed and built as an 
addition to the existing Sodium Process Facility. The Sodium Process Facility was originally 
designed and constructed in the 1980’s to convert elemental sodium from the FERMI-1 nuclear 
reactor to sodium hydroxide. This sodium hydroxide was to be used for neutralization of acid 
waste generated from the reprocessing of nuclear he1 from Word’ s  PUREX kility in 
Washington state. The Department of Energy terminated PUREX operations before the processing 
of the FERMI-1 sodium could be initiated. Shce the S d u m  Process Facility was no longer 
needed for Word‘s  PUREX hility, and with the shutdown of the Experimental Breeder 
Reactor-lI (EBR-II) at ANL-W, a process was needed to provide a suitable disposal method for 
180,000 gallons of sodium. Since liquid caustic is considered to be a “characteristic hazardous 
waste” by the EPA and is restricted from land disposal, the Sodium Carbonate Facility was added 
to the Sodium Process Facility to include a process system to convert 50 weight percent (wt%) 
caustic to a dry, nonhazardous sodium carbonate waste. This waste is acceptable for land dqosal 
at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at the Idaho National Engineering and 
Environmental Laboratory. 

The Sodium Carbonate Facility is an L-shaped addition, stnrctuaily attached to the existing 
sodium Process Facility building, as show in Figure 1. The Sodium Carbonate Facility consists 
of a main floor with a high bay area, a mezzanine levei, and a service platform. Figure 2 shows the 
general location of the major equipment on the main floor. This is wheE the 2000 gallon distillate 
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FIGURE 1 
PLAN VIEW OF SODIUM PROCESS AND 
SODIUM CARBONATE FACILITIES 
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holding tank and the drum fill and handling operations are located. A glove box is installed in the 
Dnun Fill Room to provide primary containment during. drum fifI operations. The main floor high 
bay areahas rooms to store the €dl and empty drums. 

Located between the main floor and the mezzanine are the process tank and feed hopper as 
shown in Figure 3. The process tank is equipped with an underlying containment to hold the 
contents of the tank should it overflow. This containment gravity drains to the secondary 
wntainment basin which is located on the main floor. 

The mezzanine level, shown in Figure 4, provides the general locations of the baghouse, HEPA 
filter, and air handling unit (AHU) . Thethin film evaporator (TFE) is located on a service 
platform above the m d  level. The mezzanine includes a secondary containment basin below 
the TFE and the bulk solids cooler to contain any spills from these components. 

Shielding systems, including concrete, lead, and steel materials, are utilized throughout the 
Euility to minimize personnel radiation exposures. The buildtng atmosphere is controlled with a 
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (KVAC) system supplied by a 32 ton air AHU equipped 
with a steam coil and condensers. 

SODIUM PROCESS 

The Sodium Process Facility was designed to convert elemental sodium to 50 wt% caustic. 
The current mission for the Sodium Process Facility is to process about 180,000 gallons of 
radioactively con- sodium. Seventy-seven thousand gallons resulted from the FERh!€I-1 
reactor operation and has been stored in 55 gallon dnuns at ANL-W since 1984. Eighty-seven 
thousand gallons is the EBR-11 primary sodium, 13,000 gallons is the EBR-II secondary sodium, 
and 3,000 gallons is stored misceilaneous sodium. An above ground pipe line was installed to 
transfer the EBR-II sodium to the Sodium Process Facility. The Sodium Process Facility may also 
be used to process approximately 600 gallons ofsodium-potassium alloy. 

Figure 5 shows a plan view of the Sodium Process Facility. Molten sodium at 250°F is 
accumulated in the Sodium Storage Tank from either the 55 gallon drums or the EBR-II primary 
and secoadary systems. From the Sodium Storage Tank, molten sodium is -erred to Day 
Tanks and then injected into the Reaction Vessei to react with water in a 50 wt% caustic solution. 
Hot caustic solution is produced and passed through the Caustic Cooling Tank and cooled if 
desired. It is then dktedto  the S d u m  CartXMate Facility or to the Caustic Storage Tank. 
Hydrogen gas, which results from the sodium-water reaction, is vented to atmosphere through the 
Sodium Process Facility Of€'& System Containing a water scrubber and a HEPA filter for the 
removal of radioactive particulates. 

SODIUM CARBONATE PROCESS 

General Description 

A flow diagram of the carbonate process is shown in Figure 6. The 50 wt% caustic is 
transferred from the Sodium Process Facility to the W E  where it is combined with carbon &oxide 
in the variable temperature controlled section to form sodium carbunate product and water. The 
sodium carbonate product and water are heated in the evaporation Section toevaporate the water 
and dry the sodim carbonate product to a powder. Fxcess vapor from the TFE evaporation 
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process is d i r d  through a condenser and recycled. The sodium carbonate product leaves the 
TFE, and ifthe product is in powder firm, it is gravity fed into the bulk solids cooler where it is 
cooled from 300°F to less than 100°F. After the sodium carbonate powder is cooied, it is gravity 
fed into a drum fill machine whichis usedto package the sodium carbonate powder in drums. If 
the product fhm the TFE is not a powder7 it is considered off-specification and is directed to the 
process tank where it can be made into a slurry and returned to the TFE for reprocessing. 

The Thin-Film Evaporator 

The colnversion of the 50 wt% caustic solution is achieved in the TFE in accordance with the 
following exothermic reaction: 

2NaOH + C02 + Na$03 + H20 

The 50 wt% caustic is delivered to the TFE at a controlled flowrate through a preheater. If 
necessary, the preheater raises the caustic temperature to the prescribed range prior to entering the 
TFE. A vaporizer converts liquid C02 to a usable gas for the TFE. These reactants combine in 
the reaction zone of the TFE where the temperature is controlled by the introduction of mling 
water to adsorb excess heat during the exothermic reaction. The controlled rate of reactant 
introduction and COntroI of the reaction temperature using cooling water, provide the means to 
optimize reaction completion and the rate of sodium carbonate production. The wet sodium 
W ~ O M ~  product is transferred to the evaporation zone of the TFE where it is heated via a steam 
jacket system to evaporate the water byproduct of the reaction and further dry the sodium 
carbonate product to a powder. Pressure is also umtrolled in this zone7 as throughout the TFE, to 
direct the Bow of excess vapors to the Sodium Carbonate Facility Off-GaS System. 

Excess vapor in the TFE is processed through a vapor column for mist removal and diverted to 
a condenser for condensation. The resultant gas flow is then exhausted through the Sodium 
Carbonate Facility O f f a  System. The distillate from the TFE condenser is collected and 
recycled for use in the sodium reaction process at the Sodium Process Facility and in the process 
tank. The distillate gravity drains from the TFE condenser to a 2000-gal. distillate holding tank 
equipped with a pump and piping system to recirculate the fluid within the distillate system or to 
deliver the fluid to the Sodium Process Facility or the process tank, as necessary. The distiifate 
holding tank vents to the Sodium carbonate Facility Off- System through a moisture eliminator 
upstream ofthe baghouse and HEPA filter assembly. 

Sodium Carbonate Transfer System 

The dry sodium carbonate leaves the evaporation zone of the TFE via a gravity feed transfer 
piping system. At the outlet to the TFE, the sodium carbonate transfer piping system is equipped 
with a knife gate valve for isolation and a diverkr valve to provide the capability to divert off- 
specification sodium carbonate product to a separate collection system. An off-specification 
product occurs when the caustic and C02 in the TFE do not result in a complete conversion into 
sodium carbonate powder, or the moisture content is greater than 10% due to inadequate 
evaporation in the TFE evaporation zone. The off-specification sodium carbonate product is 
transferred to the process tank where it can be made into a slwy and reintroduced into the caustic 
feed line to the TFE for reprocessing. The product line of the sodium cadmate transfer piping 
system is equipped with a rotary valve to mintah isolation between the TFE and subsequent 
systems so that the required pressure in the TFE can be mztintained. 



Acceptable sodium carbonate product is delivered fiom the rotary valve into the bulk solids 
mler.  The bulk solids cooler is a TorusDiscQ heat exchanger system that cools the sodium 
carbonate product from 300°F down to less than 100°F. This is accomplished by flowing cooling 
water through the hollow rotor and disc system that moves the sodium carbonate through the 
horizontal chamber and through the shell enclosing the chamber trough. Residence time in the heat 
exchanger is controlled by an adjustable weir on the discharge of the system. The heat exchange in 
this system is enhanced by the introduction of a CO, purge gas. The purge gas sweep is vented to 
the Sodium Carbonate Facility O f f a  System upstream of the baghouse and HEPA filter 
assembly. 

The cooled sodium carbonate product gravity feeds from the bulk solids cooler to a 20 cubic 
foot capacity feed hopper. The feed hopper is conical shaped and is equipped with a horizoatal 
auger at the base for delivery of the sodium carbonate prcxiuct to the fill tube assembly. The feed 
hopper is vented to the Sodium cartxrnate Facility Off& System upstream of the baghouse and 
HEPA filter assembly to mahtain pressure equalization at the hopper. The feed hopper also 
receives sodium carbonate particulate which is collected in the baghouse. The sodium carbonate 
product collected in the feed hopper is then delivered to the drum fill and han- system for 
packaging. 

Drum Fill and Handling System 

The sodium carbonate powder is packaged in specially fabricated 71 gallon square drums 
instead of the standard 55 gallon cylindrical drums. Although both types of drums occupy the 
same physical volume for laud disposal, the square cross section of the 71 gallon drums allows 
more product to be packaged in the same space. The empty drums are placed in the empty drum 
storage areaulltilthey are ready to be med. 

The dnun filI and han- system begins at the preparation and drum loading area where 
drums are inspected and placed on a speciiically designed drum dolly andtrack. The dnun and 
dolly are manually moved along the track using pusWpull rods. The drum and dolly are moved 
through an open shield door to the drum fill station inside a secondary contamination enclosure 
which vents to the Sodium Carbonate Facility O f f a  System. 

Within the secondary enclosure is a glove box that when sealed to an open drum fbrms the 
primary enclosure to con&in the i 3 h g  operation, as shown in Figure 7. The bottom of the glove 
box has a .seal ring assembly which seats agakt the drum opening. The fill tube that provides 
product to the dnuns is mnnected to the feed hopper and penetrates the top of the glove box. A 
pneumatic seal is connected to the bottom of the fill tube to provide an air-tight seal to the drum 
opening during filling operatom. The glove box is maintained at a negative pressure by the 
Sodium Carbonate Facility Off& System for radioactive colltaminasion control. A HEPA 
filtered vacuum is connected to the glove box to minimize the spread of contaminated sodim 
carbonate powder should any powder spill in the glove box during the iilling operation. 

At the drum fill station, the drum is positioned on the d e  and vibrator assembly. Mer  all the 
d s  are in place, the drum is filled to the proper capacity by weight utrlizing a screw auger. Next, 
the pneumatic seal is deflated, the fill tube is raised out ofthednun, a foam plug is installed in the 
dnun qming, and the dnun is moved to the capping station. At the capping station, the 6 inch 
diameter lid of the drum is set in p h  over the foam plug, and secured by a V-ring clamp. 



FIGURE 7 
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The drum is tha moved through another open shield door into another secondary 
ConfamiDation enclosure where the drums are surveyed for radiation and radioactive contamination. 
This decontamhtion area is equipped with a turntable to hilitate a firll survey of the drum for 
radioactivecmtmm tion and general radiation measurements. The decontammt~ onareais 
equipped with a si& track so that contaminated drums canbe directed to an isolated areato be 
decontaminated. Drums fiee of radioactive contamination are moved to the end of the track, then 
gently pushed off of the dolly (aided by a lifting device) and onto the roller conveyer of a semi- 
a u t o d c  palletizing system. Once four drums are pall- they are banded and moved by a 
forklift into the fidl dnun storage area until a ibll truck load ofdnuns canbe shipped tothe land 
disposal at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at the Idaho National Engineering and 

. .  

Environmental Laboratory. 

Instrumentation and Control 

All of the indicated systems are equipped with process monitoring and control instruments. 
The instnunentation installed includes tank level probes, level switches, level transmitters, flow 
indimrs, flow transrmtte * rs, pressure indicators, pressure switches, pressure transmitters, 
temperature indicators, temperature transmitters, resistance temperature detectors, thermocouples, 
and limit switches. Many of the instruments tie into a computerized control system for normal 
process control, simple recording, alarms fbr upset conditions, and automatic shutdown. In 
addition, some systems are equipped with local direct reading instruments and visual inspection 
systems. 

The control computer has several graphics screens which include main views of both the 
caustic and carbonate processes. Along with these main views are “task specific” screens and 
‘‘support systems” screens. These screens allow the operators to control the process, monitor 
specific parameters, operate components, and acknowledge alarms. 

Off-G~s System 

The purpose of the off- system is to collect and control process equipment vapor effluents 
and eatrained particles to prevent releases to the process areas or the envirommt. Effluents from 
the sodium cartxrnate process systems, as described in Table 1, are combined into a common 
header and passed through an bapslouse. The baghouse provides rough fihation fir entrained 
soctium carbonate powder. Pulsed air to the bags removes particuiate from the bags. The removed 
particulate is colkckd in a bopper in the bottom of the baghouse and fed back to the sodium 
wbonate transfer system feed hopper tbrough an isolating slide valve and a motorized rotary valve 
assembly. Effluent gas from the baghouse passes through a prejilter and HEPA filter which 
remoyes the remaining particulate. A blower provides the motive force for the off- system, 
which maintains the required efnuent flows &om the process equipment. The clean effluent is 
discharged to the atmosphere through a vent that is equipped with radiation monitoring. 
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TABLE 1 
EFnUENTS FROM SODIUM CARBONATE PROCESS SYSTEMS 

Water Vapor 
Sodium carbonate 

sodium carbonate powder carry-over 
fiom the TFE condenses water for 
recycling in the Sodium Process 
Facility process. 
Capture and control radioactive 

from the bulk solids cooler. 

CO, Sweep Gas from the Bulk CO, 
Solids Cooler Sodium Carbonate sodium carboa powder carry-over 

SodiumCarbonateFeed Air Provide pressure equalization for the 
Hopper Sodium Carbonate sodium carbonate product hopper. 
Vent from the DistilIate Water Vapor Capture and control radioactive 
Holding Tank Sodium Cart#mate sodium carbonate and provide pressure 

quakcation for the distillate holding 
tank. 

Sodium Carbonate Product Water Vapor Capture and control radioactive 
Process Tank Vent SodiumCarbonate sodiumcarbomteandsodim 

hydroxide and provide pressure 
equalization for the process tank. 

control at the sodium cxbmate 
product dnun loading station. 

control at the sodium carbonate 
product drum loading station. 

Sodium Hydroxide 

. .  SodiumCarbanateProduct Air Maintain air sweep for con- on 
Drum Loading Fill Tube Vent Sodim Carbonate 

SodiumcarbonateProduct Air Maintainairsweepforcontami~tion 
Dnun Loading Glove Box 
Enclosure Air Sweep 

HVAC System 

Sodium Carbonate 

The purpose of the HVAC system is to provide ventilation air to the both the Sodium Process 

generated during the sodium cart>onate processing. The major components of the WAC system 
consist of a 324011 AHtT, a refrigerant coofed condenser7 motor operated dampers, an ektronic 
control unit, and auxlliary exhaust fans. A steam coil is installed in the air supply line to provide 
heating capabilities. Each zone contains a thennostat which regulates the air flow to that 
particular zone, not the suppiy air temperature. 

and Sodium Carbonate Facilities, as well as assisting in the conbr~l of contaminated msrterials 

j 
The AHU has two modes of operation: cooling and heating. Since the AHtT operates 

&uously, it can be operated as a ventilation fsa when neither heating nor cooling is required. 
When the Winter mode is selected, the unit provides h d  air to all mnes by mixing autside air 
with recirculated buildmg air, and heating the combined air stream to 90°F. If the Summer mode 
is seiected, the unit operates as previously described, except that the combitled air stream is cooled 
to a temperature of60"F. Should the AHU discharge air temperatwe drop below 35"F, the AHLT 
will shut down. Additionally, the supply and exhaust dampers will close and the mixing damper 
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FIGURE 9 
MAIN FLOOR HVAC ZONES IN 
SODIUM CARBONATE FACILITY 
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will open. The AHU operates in the selected mode, regardless of the sodium carbonate processing 
Status. 

The Sodium Process and Sodium Carbonate Facilities are subdivided into seven separate 
W A C  zones. Refer to Figures 8,9, and 10. Table 2 displays the m e  designations in relation to 
the buildings, the levels of confinement, and the relative pressure of the zones. 

TABLE 2 
ZONES WITHIN SODIUM PROCESS AND 

SODIUM CARBONATE FACILITIES 

Confinement Relative Pressure 
Level [in water gauge (WG)] 

1 Sodium Process Facility Process Room Tertiary -0.1 
2 Sodium Process Facility Control Room Tertiary 0.1 
3 Sodium Process Facility Ekppment Tertiary 0.1 

4 Sodium Process Facility Drum Tertiary -0.1 

5 Sodium Process Facility Sodium Secondary -0.6 

6 SodiumcarbonateFaciIrtyProcess Tertiary -0.1 

Room 

LoadingRoom 

Melting Room 

Area 
-0.1 7 f Sodium C h e  Facilitv Mezzanine Tertiarv 

The Sodium Carbonate Facility Process Area, Zone 6, actually has three levels of containment, 
as shown in Figure 9. The main bay area, storage areas, and palletizing space is considered 
tertiary at -0.1 in. WG. The room for the filling process is considered a secondary containment 
area and is kept at a relative pressure of -0.6 in. WG. The actual i i b g  station is the glove box 
and is considered a primary con- area with a relative pressure of -1.1 in. WG. Air leaving 
the SecOMjitIy and primary areas is exhausted through the Sodium Carbonate Facility off& 
System. All remhing air is recircuIated back to the AHU. 

Ea hydrogen monitor detects a hydrogen concentrafion greater than 1%, the two ventilation 
h in the Sodium Process Facility process room are energized, the AHU's supply and exhaust 
dampers are opened, and the mixing damper closes. This condition restricts air flow in the buildmg 
to a once through mode, thus minimidng any potdal fire hazard. 

The Sodium Carbonate Facility at ANL-W was designed and built as an addition to the existing 
Sodium Processing Facility. The Sodium Process and Sodium Carbonate Facilities will convert 
radioactive sodium into a product that is acceptable for land &@. The first part of the process 
occurs in the Sodium Process Facility where radioactive sodium is converted into sodium 
hydroxide (caustic). The second part of the process occufs in the Sodium Carbonate Facility 
where the caustic solution produced in the Sodium Process Fac&y is converted into a dry sodium 
carbmte waste suitable for land disposal. This waste is transferred to dnuns ina primary 



containment. The dnuns are then capped and surveyed in a secondary wntainment. Finally, the 
drums are palletized in a tertiary umtahment. All areas are kept at a negative pressure. Due to 
the radidiv in the sodium, shielding, co- and HEPA filtered o f f -  systems are 
required throughout both processes. 
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